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Background on GPCo 

• Expert engineering services for wind farm 

development (e.g., Le Nordais)

• Wind resource assessments

• Renewable energy software development (e.g., 

RETScreen)

• Assessment of effects of icing on wind turbines 

and selection of mitigation technologies (e.g., BC 

Hydro and NEWIND)



Presentation Outline

• Survey the problem of icing from a 
developer’s perspective

• Review the current approach to predicting 
effects of icing

• Identify weaknesses in this approach and 
suggest possible solutions

• Present conclusions: where efforts should 
be concentrated



Purpose

• Provide constructive criticism of what is found in 
the research literature from the point of view of 
the wind farm developer

• Enormous progress has been made in this field 
over the last 15 years

• Certain aspects of the field are well developed, 
others are weak

– The weak aspects limit the applicability of our 
knowledge

– This is where future efforts should be directed



Is Icing a Problem?

• Turbine manufacturers are partly right: icing is not 
a problem at most sites, even in cold climates

• Mountainous sites are the exception: power losses 
can reduce production by 10 to 20%

– Arctic hills (Yukon, Finland): rime

– Lower latitude sites: rime and glaze

• As good sites become harder to find, wind farms 
will move up the slopes, and icing will be more 
problematic



Nature of Mountain Icing
• Supercooled water droplets depositing:

– Rime (cold; low to moderate flux of water)

– Glaze (warm; high flux of water)

• Wet snow (wetted by supercooled water droplets)

Photo: Glenn Erho, BC Hydro[McKay, 1969: Kuroiwa, 1965]



Problems of Turbine Icing

• Power losses

• Safety (flung ice)

• Increased loads accelerating fatigue



Necessity of Predicting Icing 

Losses

• Affects cost of generating electricity

• Affects choice of equipment (power regulation, 

sensors, etc.)

• Affects choice of operating procedures

• Affects choice of mitigation technologies

– Passive: black blades, icephobic coatings

• Inexpensive, but not always effective

– Active: resistance or circulating air heating

• Expensive, but can guarantee results



“Recipe” for Estimating Losses

1) For a given set of environmental conditions, 
estimate ice profile on blade using sophisticated 
numerical code (TURBICE, LEWICE, 
CANICE)

2) Estimate effect of ice profile on aerodynamics

3) Step through weather data and determine extent 
of ice on blades

• Criteria for accumulation

• Criteria for removal

4) Determine losses by combining 2) and 3)



Weakness 1:

Accumulation criteria are very crude

• Criteria are typically a function of temperature and 

presence of supercooled droplets only

– In reality, amount and nature of icing will depend on 

temperature, wind speed, liquid water content, droplet 

spectrum, etc.

– This may work in very cold climates or extremely 

humid climates, but not universal

• Possible solution: use numerical codes from step 1 

to generate more sophisticated criteria



Weakness 2:

Weather data does not exist

• Environment Canada weather stations in the 
valleys

• Radiosondes launched every 6 to 12 hours

– Icing event may last 10 minutes

• Icing very site specific

• Possible solution: Instrument the site

– Short-term record but icing highly variable 
from one year to the next



Weakness 3:

Instrumentation provides inadequate data

• Temperature, wind speed, humidity  and 
even sensed icing occurrences not enough

– Need to know liquid water content in air, 
maybe even measure of droplet spectrum

• Possible solutions: 

– Different instruments: visibility measurements? 
Rotating cylinders?

– Better correlations between liquid water content 
and other variables?



Weakness 4:

When does the ice disappear?

• Sophisticated tools for accumulation but crude 

criteria for removal: T > 0º C or t > 5 days

– May cover complete melt-off or sublimation, but not 

shedding

• Possible solutions:

– Correlations from large set of observed data over a 

range of conditions

– Models from the aircraft industry



Weakness 5:

Aerodynamic effects of icing uncertain
• Aerodynamic loss 

calculations seem to have 

been developed in order to 

conclude that blade heating 

is needed

• A more complete set of 

curves is needed in the 

literature

• Asymmetric conditions 

not modeled

• Possible solution: 

expanding on the work 

that has already been 

done.
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Weakness 6:

Is glaze a problem?
• Smooth coating of glaze not a problem

• But wet growth can be rough, horned shape

– According to literature, significant losses

• Manufacturers: turbines operate through glaze 
accumulations

– But at what losses? In light icing environments have 
they looked for the losses?

– PEI turbines shut down when glaze causes power 
output to fall short of predicted power output

• Possible solution: Wet growth modelers and 
manufacturers need to get together



Weakness 7:

Will vibrations shut down the turbine?

• Literature says vibrations very significant

– But based on small (<= 200 kW) turbines

• Manufacturers: icing does not cause vibrations and 
turbines do not shut down

– What is the sensitivity of the sensors at the blade 
passing and rotational frequency?

– Are they sensitive to major failure? Located on the high 
speed shaft?

• Possible solution: Monitoring of vibrations on a 
utility scale turbine by appropriate sensors



Priorities

• Instrumentation package that will determine 

liquid water content (and maybe droplet 

spectrum)

• Better criteria for ice removal, especially 

shedding and sublimation

• Better criteria for ice accumulation



Approach Must be Analytical not 

just Empirical

• Icing is complex phenomenon 

– Many environmental variables are important

– Many turbine shape and operating parameters

• May be difficult to draw general conclusions 
from data from particular installations

• The great advances in atmospheric icing over 
the last 20 years have been due to strong 
analytical models 


